Paint Club
Self-Guided Lessons 1
Enjoy making these paintings with
step-by-step instructions from Coach
Erick. You don’t need experience —
just the desire to have fun.

LESSON 1 — SUNFLOWER
Who says all sunflowers are
yellow? Artists have the freedom
to choose other colors. Maybe
this is what sunflowers look like
on a different planet.

STEP 1
To start, mix one-part red and onepart yellow to create orange. Mix
in one-part blue into the orange to
create brown for the background
and add a bit of white to lighten
the color. Next, focus on covering
the entire canvas with light brown,
and don’t worry about the direction
of the brushstroke yet.

LIST OF MATERIALS
Flat Brush
11x14 Canvas Panel
Paint: Blue, Yellow,
Red, White, and Black
(Feel free to use any colors)

STEP 2
Once the entire canvas is
covered in brown, blend using
a bit of water and horizontal
brushstrokes from top to bottom.
Dip your brush into water and
get rid of the excess water from
the brush by dabbing it on a
paper towel to ensure no drops
come running down the canvas.
Repeat the step until the color
is fully blended and let dry.

STEP 3
Outline the sunflower using the
color of your choice, starting with
a quarter circle at the bottom left
of the canvas, followed by five
petals. It is easier to start with the
petal that is directly above the
quarter circle and follow a clockwise direction.

STEP 5
Re-outline and paint the quarter
circle using black. Let the petals
dry before going to the next step.

STEP 4
Paint the inside of all the petals
except for the quarter circle. No
worries if you paint part of the
quarter circle since it will be covered and re-outlined with black in
the next step.

STEP 6
Outline all the petals using black
and make sure to go in between
each petal as well.

STEP 7
Add white streaks inside the
petals.

STEP 8
Using the back tip of the
brush, create dots inside the
quarter circle. Make sure to
group many dots on the outline
of the quarter circle and fewer
as you go inwards.

LESSON 2
SONORAN DESERT
The Sonoran Desert is the only
place in the world where the
saguaro cactus grows. Let’s

LIST OF MATERIALS
Flat Brush
11x14 Canvas Panel
Paint: Red, Yellow, and Black
(Feel free to use any colors)

paint some saguaros silhouetted
against the mountains.

STEP 1
The painting uses three shades
of orange that include yelloworange, orange, and red-orange.
To begin with, mix one-part yellow
with a smidge of red to create
the yellow-oranged need for the
sky background.

STEP 2
Paint the background with
horizontal brush strokes starting
from the top and ending 60%
of the way down.

STEP 3
Next, mix one-part yellow and
one part red to create the orange
needed for the mountains. The
mountains are about three inches
tall from where you ended with
the yellow-orange background.

STEP 5
Using black paint, position three
vertical lines on the canvas with
the middle line being the tallest.
Concentrate on positioning each
cactus and making sure their
arms all fit before focusing on
detail. Once all of the cacti is
placed, thicken the branches
and round off all the tips.

STEP 4
To create the red-orange for the
ground, mix the orange used for
the mountains with an additional
part of red. Use horizontal brushstrokes to paint the ground and
leave half an inch at the bottom
blank.

STEP 6
Paint the bottom blank portion of
the canvas with a black brushstroke across and include small
elevations.

STEP 7
Include black grass shadows
using the side of the flat brush,
starting from the base of the
cacti and moving upwards.

LESSON 3
BLUSH FLAMINGO
The flamingo is a large pink
aquatic bird. It’s the national bird
of the Bahamas. Maybe this
one is thinking about eating

LIST OF MATERIALS
Flat Brush
11x14 Canvas Panel
Paint: Red, Blue, Yellow,
White, and Black
(Feel free to use any colors)

some plankton.

STEP 1
Mix one part white and one part
red to create a hot pink color for
the background. Using the side
of the flat brush, create streaks
stemming from the top and bottom
of the canvas.

STEP 2
Mix one part white with half a
part of red to create the lighter
pink used for the flamingo.
Outline a quarter of a circle
for the flamingo’s body on the
bottom left of the canvas. Create
the flamingo’s neck by outlining
a trunk-like brushstroke.

STEP 3
Add an oval-like part for the
flamingo’s head. Make sure that
the head is not too close to the
edge of the canvas to ensure
enough space for the beak.

STEP 5
Add white streaks on the body to
resemble feathers and provide
texture.

STEP 4
Paint the entire flamingo with
the lighter shade of pink.

STEP 6
Paint the beak using white and
make sure to paint inside of the
head a triangle-like shape with a
flat surface that will become the
eye. Let it dry before moving to
the next step.

STEP 7
Using black, paint the tip of the
beak and include a triangle shape
that goes inside of the white part.
Outline the triangle-like surface
part where the eye goes with black
and paint a circle. Wait until it is
dry to move on to the next step.

STEP 9
Use the side of the brush to add
grass streaks on both sides of the
canvas, mixing one part yellow
and one part blue to create green.

STEP 8
Use the back tip of the
paintbrush to add a white circle
in the flamingo’s eye.

LIST OF MATERIALS

LESSON 4
DEEP BLUE MOUNTAINS

Flat Brush
11x14 Canvas Panel

After the sun sets, when night is

Paint: Blue, White, and Black
(Feel free to use any colors)

falling, the mountains turn a deep
blue. Or is this a dawn scene,
right before the sun rises? That’s
up to you.

STEP 1

STEP 2
The painting uses three
shades of blue that include
light blue, pastel blue,
and blue. To begin with,
mix one-part white with a
smidge of blue to create the
light blue needed for the
sky background. Paint the
background with horizontal
brushstrokes starting from
the top and ending 60% of
the way down.

Mix one part white with
one part blue to create the
pastel blue. Outline the
first mountain starting from
the top left of the canvas
and towards the center in a
downward angle. Close off
the mountain in a triangular
manner.

STEP 3

STEP 4
Using horizontal brushstrokes, fill in the entire
mountain using the pastel
blue paint.

STEP 5
Paint three pine trees and
three flocking birds using
black paint.

Using blue without any
mixing, paint the large
mountain directly at the
center of the canvas. Make
sure that the mountain
extends outwards and
high enough to cover the
bottom parts of the pastel
blue mountain and the sky.

